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TOP TIPS FOR ………
Registration and Exhibition – 8.45 – 9.30am
Sarah Cartlidge
Organising a Languages Week
1
9.30 – 10.10 Examples: French
Sarah devises and runs a different crosscurricular French Week in her school each year.
She will share successes and pitfalls from her
experience, as well as practical ideas and
resources that can be adapted for any language
or used to supplement a scheme of work in the
classroom.

Ellie Chettle Cully
2
Raising the profile of languages
10.15 – 10.55 Examples: French and Spanish
This workshop aims to tackle head-on some of
the current challenges faced by many primary
MFL teachers and coordinators, namely: lack of
money, lack of time and a general apathy to
language-learning which sometimes seems to
prevail amongst our colleagues. Offering triedand-tested hints, tips and ideas, this workshop
will inspire teachers with easily implementable
strategies to raise the profile of MFL and
generate a sense of excitement around learning
a foreign language, all without the need for a
huge budget or timetable changes.

Hannah White

Crista Hazell

Storytelling

Speaking

Examples: French, Spanish
Storytelling using whole class repetition and
actions to embed structures; using a variety of
engaging practice activities; innovating the
story with comic strip storyboards; using
bilingual dictionaries with support; gap filling a
final story (combining work from storyboard
and dictionary lessons); plus animating puppets
or illustrations using Chatterpix, creating an
eBook or real book to add to the school library
and/or school website as an end of year
showpiece. The session will cover a complete
term of work, but many of the ideas can also be
adapted for stand-alone lessons.

Examples: French, German, Spanish, EAL
Exploring and unpicking a range of speaking
skills to better support and prepare all learners
in MFL to improve and develop confidence, risk
taking and speaking skills. A range of tried and
tested top tips to share with takeaways that can
be implemented in your next languages lesson
with minimum prep but maximum impact.
Learners love the strategies and engage
superbly with the speaking activities increasing
motivation, engagement and output.

Marian Devons

Jo Crocombe

Using authentic resources

Engaging Games

Examples: German (ideas applicable to other

Examples: French (ideas applicable to other

languages)

languages)

In a crowded curriculum, with limited MFL
lesson time, how do you both teach the children
to write in the target language and teach them
aspects of the culture? Ideally you need to be
doing both at the same time. Use tourist
leaflets, books, maps and CDs that you can
collect on your travels, to inspire your classes to
write and they will be able to:
'describe people, places, things and actions
orally and in writing', as the 2014 National
Curriculum expects them to. I will give you
some examples of how I have done this with my
classes successfully and we will also have the
opportunity to workshop new ideas together.

How can we take well known games and use
them in our lessons and how can we try to
ensure everyone is involved?
This workshop will endeavour to provide you
with a number of games to use in MFL lessons.
Many will require very few resources whilst
others will be based on well-known game
formats or TV quiz shows. Examples will be
shown in French but applicable to other
languages.

Break and Exhibition – 10.55 – 11.30
Noelia Rivas/Sara Montero
Getting started with CLIL
3
Examples: French and Spanish
11.30 – 12.10

Angela Smith

Dominque Böert

Cheap Tricks
Examples: French

Listening
Examples: German (ideas applicable to other
languages)

4
12.15 – 12.55

During this workshop Noelia and Sara will
share their experience implementing CLIL. This
is ‘Content and Language Integrated Learning’
which means teaching a Foundation subject
through the medium of a foreign language.
How to get started, top tips and practical
examples are some of the aspects that will be
shared in the workshop.

School budgets are under pressure and
Primary Languages tends to be a low priority
in many schools. Can you make lessons
exciting and challenging without spending a
lot of money? In these straitened times, I
hope to demonstrate how resources which
are free or very inexpensive can be used in
the primary languages classroom in a variety
of ways: • to engage children
• to support listening, speaking,
reading and writing
• to underpin grammar
• to facilitate informal assessment
• to make cross-curricular links

When learning a foreign language, children
usually start by taking in the different sounds
and patterns of it and by observing these.
Their mind is actively searching for meaning
when listening to songs, chants, and rhymes
for example. Listening is one of the key skills in
language learning and also provides the basis
for speaking.
In this workshop you will get new ideas for
stimulating listening input and tips on how to
support and improve your pupils’ listening
skills through a variety of engaging and
motivating tasks.

Laila Tims/Angela Smith

Jenny Bell

Ann Poole

Setting up a Latin Club

Teaching Spanish Phonics

Multilingual Performance

Examples: English and Latin
The first half of this workshop will take
participants through the free online resources
of the Primary Latin Course and teach a little
bit of Latin from scratch. Laila, one of the
authors, will explain the ideas behind the
course, and take teachers on a quick tour of
the available teacher support.
In the second part of the workshop, Angela will
share the story of how she uses the Primary
Latin Course to run a Latin club at her school,
give practical tips and activity ideas, and
discuss challenges and successes.

Examples: Spanish
The idea of teaching phonics in Spanish can
sometimes be a little daunting, especially for
non-specialists. This workshop will give some
ideas of how to teach Spanish phonics in a
simple and fun way, with examples of
progression to take you from Year 3 to Year 6.
We use a sound, action, spelling system that
children engage with successfully and which
helps to give you a clear structure upon which
to base your teaching.

Examples: French, German. Spanish, English
This workshop will present some drama-based
games and activities to use in the primary
classroom. The focus will be on techniques to
encourage children to use their knowledge of
languages from home as well as those learnt in
school. Through competitive, funny, active
games the more reluctant speakers in the
classroom are encouraged to overcome any
embarrassment they might feel. The workshop
will also include recommendations from my
personal experience of producing a
multilingual school play at a local theatre.

Lunch and Exhibition – 12.55 – 2.00pm
Helen Lawlor
Transition
5
Examples: French
2.00 – 2.40
An opportunity to discover how a cross phase
collaborative project was conceived and
implemented.
Helen Lawlor will share what she has learnt
about the practicalities of implementing
successful transition strategies and will look to
discuss the often-deemed insurmountable
issues involved.
We will have the opportunity to brainstorm
ideas to takeaway, with a view to ensuring that
we aim to collaborate to improve progress,
and ultimately, attainment.

Conference End – 2.45

Click here to book a ticket

Jenny Elliot

Susan Mair

Writing
Examples: French
Writing in the primary MFL lesson should be
purposeful but also enjoyable, giving children
the confidence to express ideas. Discover ways
to introduce writing in fun and informal ways
to the youngest primary aged children through
games and puzzles. Then learn how this
develops as the children grow in confidence in
KS2, building on their early skills, allowing
them to write with much more accuracy.
Explore successful ways to introduce creative
writing in the form of poetry, descriptions and
simple story writing.

Using short stories and video
resources
Examples: Spanish and French
Examples of short stories, songs and videos to
build listening and oral confidence from an
early age.
Examples of exercises linked to the short
stories for practice and reinforcement.
Examples of story/video resources that
concentrate on particular verbs, grammar
points or vocabulary.
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Presenters
1
9.30 – 10.10

Organising a Languages Week

Storytelling

Speaking

Sarah Cartlidge

Hannah White

Crista Hazell

Sarah studied Law with French at Leicester
University, spending a year studying in
Strasbourg, as well as working in France on
several occasions. She maintained her fluency
and interest in French during her 20-year career
as a solicitor, before deciding to re-train as a
specialist MFL primary teacher, qualifying in
2010. She now works part-time in a small innercity primary school in Bristol, teaching French in
KS2, as well as taking private pupils up to Alevel.
Sarah is also a committee member of the ALL
West of England branch and co-organises a
thriving local Primary Hub.

I am an enthusiastic, lively and highly
passionate teacher of Primary languages. I have
enjoyed teaching and running after school clubs
in local primary schools since I switched from
secondary teaching 2014.
I believe in sharing good practice and ideas to
reduce teacher workload: I founded and co-run
the popular Bristol Primary ALL Languages Hub
and share resources on TES and LIPS. I have
been using storytelling in my language lessons
for the last 5 years in KS1 & 2 and I will share
examples of work, practical tips as well as
insight into the long-term positive impact of
storytelling in MFL.

Crista Hazell is a passionate and creative MFL
teacher, leader, author, blogger and education
consultant, working internationally with a
range of schools developing innovative and
impactful teaching and learning strategies and
memorable experiences for learners. She is a
published author, Independent Thinking
Associate, National Council Member for The
Association for Language Learning and Mental
Health First Aider. Her first book Independent
Thinking on MFL – how to make modern foreign
languages teaching exciting, inclusive and
relevant will be out later this year.

Using authentic resources

Engaging games

2
Raising the profile of languages
10.15 – 10.55
Ellie Chettle Cully
Ellie graduated with a degree in French and
Hispanic studies from the University of
Liverpool and, after successfully completing her
Primary PGCE, spent several years working at
different schools within the city of Leicester.
Two years ago, she was given the role of
Languages Coordinator and French teacher in
her current setting, Hazel Community Primary
School, and now combines her job as a Year 6
teacher with leading and teaching MFL across
Key Stage 2. Ellie is passionate about languagelearning and runs after-school clubs in Spanish
and Latin, as well as devising and delivering
French lessons to motivate and inspire children
to become life-long language-learners. She
leads the ALL Leicester Primary Hub.

Marian Devons

Jo Crocombe

For the last 5 years I have been teaching
German to KS2 in a 3-form entry London school.
Before that I was a primary class teacher for 20
years. During that time, I also coordinated MFL
in my 2-form entry primary school in Surrey,
where we had the KS2 class teachers teaching
either German or Spanish. I am passionate
about getting children enthusiastic about
learning languages and encouraging them to
believe that there is a whole world out there for
them to explore.

I have had the pleasure to teach languages for
over 20 years, working with children and adults
alike. I currently work in a middle school and as
a tutor for my local primary SCITT. I still relish
the challenge to make learning languages
exciting and relevant in my pupils’ lives.

3
Getting started with CLIL
11.30 – 12.10
Noelia Rivas/Sara Montero

Cheap Tricks

Listening

Angela Smith

Noelia is a French teacher and Languages Coordinator at
Sudbury Primary. She has been teaching languages in
Secondary and Primary schools in the US and in London
since 2008. Noelia has linked her French lessons to her
school’s creative curriculum topics in Science, History and
Geography. Her CLIL lessons were filmed by Network for
Languages for training purposes. She has delivered
workshops at a variety of languages conferences (ALL
Language World Conference, University of Westminster,
King´s College, Sheffield Hallam University, British
Council). Noelia is also a SLE for languages and she was
selected as Primary Languages Teacher 2017 by ALL.

Many years ago, I gained a degree in Modern
Languages (French and Italian) from Leicester
University. I then pursued a career in finance
until I started a family. Not wanting to return to
a job which involved a lot of travelling, I took a
break while my children were small. Once they
were at school, I volunteered as a Teaching
Assistant at a local primary school and was
offered a job. When the opportunity to train as
an HLTA arose, I took it and was asked, in 2004,
if I could teach ‘something different’ to cover
Sara was trained as a primary MFL specialist overseas. She
has been working in Miles Coverdale as MFL teacher and PPA. I offered to teach French in KS2 and I have
Coordinator since 2010. Sara is involved in several projects been doing it ever since.

Dominque Böert
Dominique is a qualified teacher for English as
a Foreign Language and German. She also
holds a master’s degree in teaching German as
a Foreign Language. Since 2018 she has been
working at the Goethe-Institut in London as an
Advisor for German promoting German
language and culture at schools in the UK.

to implement and promote the teaching of MFL and the
use of CLIL methodology. In 2014 Sara worked as an
Advisory Teacher for primary languages at Tower Hamlets
(maternity cover). She has also delivered workshops for
different organizations during their conferences
(Consejería de Educación, Network for Languages and ALL)
Sara was selected by the Association of Language Learning
(ALL) as the primary MFL teacher of the year 2016. She is
also SLE for languages.

4
Setting up a Latin Club
12.15 – 12.55
Laila Tims/Angela Smith
Laila is a trained teacher and one of the founders of
Hands Up Education, a not-for-profit working for Classics
teachers. Laila works to support teachers of Latin and
Classics in the UK through developing teaching materials
and delivering training. She is the co-author of the online
“Primary Latin Course” (www.primarylatin.com), a free
course designed to be used by teachers with no prior
background in Latin and intended to suit a wide range of
teaching situations.
Angela has been teaching French at Stafford Leys Primary
School in Leicestershire for nearly 15 years. During that
time, she has worked hard to raise the profile of languages
in various ways. She has set up an Erasmus+ funded
project to send staff on French immersion courses in
Carcassonne, which led to a French Club and Language
Ambassador scheme. She runs a Latin Club during half
term.

Teaching Spanish Phonics

Multilingual Performance

Jenny Bell

Ann Poole

I have been teaching for 10 years; five as a class
teacher and five as a Spanish specialist. I teach
both Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2 in two
different schools. I am also responsible for
promoting the status of Spanish across the
schools and increasing awareness of languages
in general. I absolutely love giving all children a
chance to experience a new language and aim
to teach a range of language-learning skills that
will allow them to excel in any language. I’m
passionate about embedding phonics in
teaching and learning to help learners become
as independent as possible.

I worked as a midwife in England, Switzerland
and Germany before completing a PGCE in
French and German in 2008. I have taught
French, German and Spanish in Primary schools
for around ten years. I am currently studying
Mandarin with a view to teaching it in the
future. I have no background in drama but have
enjoyed taking part in The Multilingual
Performance Project activities and adapting
them for use in the classroom.

5
2.00 – 2.40

Transition

Writing

Using short stories and video resources

Helen Lawlor

Jenny Elliot

Susan Mair

Helen Lawlor has been teaching primary
languages (French, Spanish and Mandarin)
since 2007 and has a degree in Modern
Language Studies. She currently teaches French
at two Beckenham primary schools and is also
embarking on primary Languages consultancy.
Helen participated in the Network for
Languages London Schools project and since
then has been involved in some French
upskilling training for Greenwich Borough, and
a collaborative transition project with a local
secondary school. Her primary languages
curriculum was highly praised in a recent
OFSTED report. She is passionate about
successful KS2/3 transition in languages.

Having developed a love for languages at a
young age whilst living in Canada, I chose to
train as a primary school MFL teacher at
Westminster College, Oxford. Since then I have
worked as a class teacher in Chelmsford and a
variety of schools in Wokingham, delivering
French across KS2. Since 2016, I have been
employed as a specialist MFL teacher, at a
primary academy in Slough, where I have the
pleasure of teaching French to 18 classes of
children from Year 1 to Year 6.

I have a Modern Languages Degree and a PGCE
and created ‘A Green Mouse’ resources after
many years of moving countries and education
systems both as a child and with my own
children. I think that taking an interest in other
cultures and languages fits well with learning to
appreciate others and understanding that we
are all global citizens with a duty to look after
the natural world.

Click here to book a ticket
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NAME
A Green Mouse
www.agreenmouse.com

We are very grateful to all the following exhibitors for their support.
DESCRIPTION
Free Spanish and French Website for Children (mainly 7-14) full of listening resources, short stories and
videos. Grammar, verbs, vocabulary and activities with video clips and PDF worksheets.

All-In MFL & EAL
https://school.all-in.org.uk

Instantly adaptable language resources for teachers and learners of all levels, including English as
Additional Language. Digital games and resources for teachers and language learners of all levels. Adapt
your lesson materials instantly, manage student feedback and progress easily. Incredible audio-text
facilities and engaging pupil language acquisition app. Includes whole-school EAL resources in thirty
languages.

Association for Language Learning
www.all-languages.org.uk

ALL is now the major subject association for those involved in teaching modern foreign languages at all
levels. We exist to represent and support language teachers and are committed to their ongoing
professional development. We work to support our members, providing them with opportunities to
access local, regional and national training and networking events, as well as providing them
with practitioner-focused and research-based publications in hard copy and online.
10% membership discount for all SPLS delegates.

Brilliant Publications
www.brilliantpublications.co.uk
BSmall Publishing
www.bsmall.co.uk
Cartes Cochons
www.cartescochons.com

Brilliant Publications creates easy to use resources, featuring engaging approaches to learning which
will inspire and motivate pupils. We publish resources for French, Spanish, German and Italian. Come
have a look at our books and take advantage of our 20% show discount.
Bilingual children’s books for practising French or Spanish at home, designed specifically for nonexperts.
A large selection of A3 or A4posters in French (51), Spanish (37), German (33), English (36), Italian (6).
Pupil word books – alphabetically or phonically arranged : 33 Page Mini A6 Picture Dictionaries in 4
languages: 2 Song Books and CDs - songs written to simple tunes using useful vocabulary: Large foam
dice with side pockets and picture or word cards, Bookmarks and photocopiable Colouring greetings
cards: full range of Berthe Storybooks and more!

Goethe-Institut
www.goethe.de/uk

Resources and presentation of services the Goethe-Institut offers for primary schools that would like to
introduce German or that are already teaching German.
The Goethe-Institut is the official cultural institute of the Federal Republic of Germany and supports
school leaders, teachers, and learners of German to achieve their aims and helps to facilitate and
strengthen the teaching of German.

La consejería de educación
www.educacion.gob.es/reinounido

The Spanish Embassy Education Office represents the Ministry of Education and Vocational Training of
the Government of Spain in the United Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland. Its main objective is the
promotion of the Spanish language and culture among teachers, Hispanists and students, as well as, in
general, anyone interested in Spain and the Hispanic world.
Show sponsor of the reusable cups.

Language Angels
www.languageangels.com

Francesca Pini (who is still teaching) and Paolo Pini are the founders of Language Angels. Their awardwinning language teaching resources are designed so every primary school teacher - irrespective of
their linguistic ability - can teach the foreign language of their choice. Their team of experienced foreign
language teaching specialists continually create, test and refine the lessons and resources to ensure all
schools achieve impactful outcomes from their foreign language teaching. The large selection of
teaching units (each designed to run for 6 weeks) means there are more than enough resources to
enable teachers to teach the language of their choice throughout the whole primary school phase.

Languagenut
www.languagenut.com

Languagenut is a unique platform of online resources, activities and exam practice designed for Primary
and Senior schools. Our primary resources support teachers and students for the first four to five years
of language learning, offering all you need to monitor student progress, create individual or group
assignments and reward hard work with certificates and a global ranking table!
A subscription includes access to 22 modern foreign languages; 31 support languages (EAL); sentencebuilding sentences per unit; speaking, listening, reading and writing games; verb conjugation and
grammar activities.

Les Puces
www.lespuces.co.uk

Les Puces offers curriculum and after school French classes across the South East. We teach through
vocabulary learning, singing and dancing, crafts and story time and will be bringing our fantastic
bilingual materials along.

Little Linguist
www.little-linguist.co.uk

Little Linguist is a specialist retailer of Primary MFL resources. We offer fun and engaging products,
including picture story books, games, songs, posters, motivational rewards and primary MFL teaching
resources. Visit our stand for exclusive show discounts.

Primary Languages Network
https://primarylanguages.network

Primary Languages Network support the teaching and learning of primary languages with help and
advice, engaging resources including our Primary French, German and Spanish SoW, staff training and
CPD and our language teacher service.
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Click here to book a ticket

